PTC Navigate Install and Configure 1.0

Overview

Course Code
WBT-4452-0

Course Length
3 Hours

In this course, you will learn how to install and configure PTC Navigate. We begin by introducing PTC Navigate and ThingWorx at a conceptual level. Then, we discuss the steps to install and configure PTC Navigate. This course uses PTC Navigate View PLM App to describe the procedure.

Course Objectives

- Get an overview of PTC Navigate
- Understand the ThingWorx objects required for configuring PTC Navigate apps
- Install and configure PTC Navigate apps for Windchill
- Configure SSO to use Windchill as the identity provider for ThingWorx

Prerequisites

- There are no pre-reqs for the course.

Audience

- This course is intended for system administrators who want to install and configure PTC Navigate apps.
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